




First of all, thanks again so much for booking. It truly means the world to us and we can’t wait to be there 
on your wedding day. This little Welcome Guide is for you to dip in and out of between now then and is us 

putting down in words some of the things we’ve learned in the past two hundred or so weddings. 

For almost everyone this is the one time in their lives that they get to have their photo taken professionally. 
Most people are a little nervous and thats both ok and totally normal. Above all else it’s our job to get 

brilliant photos of you and we dont want you spending any time on the day worrying about us, whether you’re in 
the right light or not or whether we’re photographing your best side. 

Having said all that there’s a few things that we’ve learnt in the last few years that can make a big difference 
and stand you in good stead to getting the very best photos. This guide is designed to shine a light on some 

of those things so you can relax and have the most chilled out day possible.

SECRET TO SUCCESS





You’ve spent months planning the day, and it’s finally here. The atmosphere is crackling 
with electricity, your friends are literally buzzing with giddiness and your family are 

desperate to see you step into your dress for the first time.

Get ready in the largest and lightest room you can (the more natural window light the better 
for photos) and setup for makeup next to a large window where possible. You spent hours 

looking for the perfect dress so don’t let it hide in its bag udner a layer of polythene. Get it out, 
hang it up somewhere beautiful and show it off!

The same goes with bridesmaids dresses, shoes and sparkly things. Although we’re not 
known for being “details” photographers if you’ve gone to the trouble of getting them out 

for us we’ll assume you’d like them photographed and will do our best.

The other biggest thing and something that will become a recurring theme in this guide is 
to give yourself plently of time and to be ready on time. Have your dress on a good 30mins 

or so before you’re due to leave ideally and then you have plenty of time for any small delays and 
any photos that you’d like before you set off for the ceremony.

MORNING OF THE WEDDING





GENTLEMEN

Guys, if you take the same approach as the girls you’ll be setting yourself up well. If you can try and get ready 
in a large room with plenty of window light that’s free of clutter and you’ll give us every opportunity to 

make you look just as pretty as the fairer side of the Bridal party!

I f we’re joining you in the morning don’t be too eager to get ready, it doesn’t take long. Just get yourself semi 
ready reasonably early. Trousers, shirt, shoes and then just hold fire and wait for us to arrive. That way we can 

photograph all the finishing touches as you get suited and booted, exchange gifts and get ready to roll.

Lastly, make it a morning to remember. Make all the guys some breakfast, give each other some gifts, nip 
to the pub and stand in the sunshine for a G&T or two before you head off to the ceremony. Steady those 

nerves, read that speech one last time (and remember to bring it) and get ready for the best day of your life!





TRAVELLING

This bits really really easy but it’s the only part of the day that you don’t have much control 
over. If there’s miserable traffic or you get stuck behind a tractor/bus/horse/old man on 

a  mobility scooter there’s not much you can do about it but take a deep breath and be patient.

Most Registrars and Vicars would like you there slightly early anyway so plan for this. 
With a registrar you need to be there 15mins before to do your interview anyway and 

often the Vicar likes to have a few jolly words of wisdom with you whilst stood outside.

Try your best not to be late. We’ve heard countless times “It’s the brides perogative” or 
“they can’t start with you” but this misses the point: If you start late, everything else then 

runs late and when alls said and done you lose time with the people you love.





CEREMONY

Although this is the bit that you’re possibly the most nervous about, it’s the best and easiest bit. Simply 
concentrate on one another, don’t be afraid to be emotional whether that be with house shaking laughter or 
with tears and just enjoy yourself. This is the bit that really matters and what you’re here for, enjoy it!

From our point of view there’s really only two things to mention. One, if you’re getting married in Church 
make sure the Vicar is ok with us taking photos from the front during the ceremony. Sometimes they have 

harsh restrictions which can limit what we can photograph on the day quite severely. This always has to be done 
in the run up to the day, and there wont be anything we can do on the day to persuade him or her so make sure 
you have a chat before hand to avoid us missing that photo of you walking down the aise and all the great stuff 

that happens in the moments after.

S econdly and talking of walking down the aisle, keep your head up. Don’t be shy. Everyone wants to see you. 
Take it slowly, smile, wave to your guests, soak up the atmosphere. Sometimes the nerves get the better of 

people and with their heads down low they race from one end of the aisle to the other. 

I t’s nothing to be afraid of I promise and you only get to do it once so make the most of it!





PERFECT TIMELINE

WE ARRIVE WE HEAD HOME

THE CEREMONY

1300

1600

GUESTS SEATED

F OR DINNER

1200

DRESS ON
&

 READY TO ROLL!

30 MINS PORTRAITS

1530

1415

20 MINS GROUP PHOTOS

THE RECEPTION!

EAT CANAPES -  MINGLE -  CANDID PHOTOS

SPEECHES

1830

2000

FIRST DANCE

HAIR & MAKEUP

1030

20MINS SUNSET PORTRAITS

IF THE WEATHER IS ACE

PHOTOGRAPH THE ROOM DETAILS



CONFETTI
HAVE IT & HAVE

 LOTS OF IT!



RECEPTION (PART ONE)

Without question the part of the day where Hannah and I are have our feet to the peddle 
and are racing full speed to get everything done against the clock.

When you stop to think about it this is the part of the wedding you probably enjoy the 
most, the bit where you get to socialise with your friends, where they clap and cheer 

and tell you how sensational you look. It’s the part of the day where you’re being pulled in all 
directions by a hundred people and doing your very best to spend time with everyone.

For us, we’re keen to get your family group shots done and out the way, to photograph the 
room before your guests hang their coats on the back of chairs and slosh red wine on the 

table cloths, and we’d like to spend 30mins taking portraits of just the two of you looking your 
absolute best in the glow of being newly married.

We also have arguably the most important job of all, photographing all of your guests 
having an absolutely ace time. Laughing their heads off, clinking their glasses, dogs 

waiting patiently for canapes and children running amok being their cheeky selves.





RECEPTION (PART TWO)

Give yourself Time. The timeline taht we illustrated earlier is a dream and it’s what we 
wish for at every wedding but we appreciate that it can’t always happen. Sometimes there 

aren’t as many daylight hours available, others your ceremony has to be a certain time and that’s 
totally cool. 

During your reception if we could have 2.5-3hrs to do everything we mentioned above 
that makes life much much easier and means that you get A) more photos and B) better 

photos. You also more than likely get to spend more time with your guests and get to eat more 
canapes. Its a total win. In our experience people are very happy to have plenty of time at this 
time of the day, they’re often catching up with people they’ve not seen in years and the time 

passes quickly.

S imply put, more time equals more fun. In 200+ weddings the most common mistake we see 
is people just not leaving themselves enough time to actually enjoy their day. It’s a cliche but 

the day really does just fly by. One minute you’re sitting in the makeup chair and the next you’re 
being called in for dinner with no idea where the time went.

Weddings are special days and a once in a lifetime occasion, make the most of it. Have a 
nice long, relaxed day and don’t cram your own timeline too tightly and you then set 

yourself up for a really brilliant day.





PORTRAITS

Certainly for us this is one of our favourite times of the day. Every single couple that we’ve ever shot says in 
the run up to the wedding “I’m not great at having my photo taken” or “I’m really awkward in front of the 

camera” and yet it always works out brilliantly. Give us 30 full minutes of your day and we will create photographs 
for you that you make you gasp “wow, we look amazing!”.

Creating portraits on your wedding day is unlike having your photo taken on any other day. You’re excited, 
you’re emotional, you’re surrounded by everyone you know and love and it all combines into a feeling like 

you’ve never had before.

Add in a little skill and experience on our part and the knowledge of how to get the best from people, to put 
them in the best available light and to goof around until you guys loosen up and feel relaxed and I guarantee 

you’ll end up with photos you’ll want to hang on your wall forever.

I t takes a few moments for you to feel at ease and to get into it and that’s normal. Just set aside 30mins of your 
Reception to have your photo taken and that’s all we’ll need. Set aside another 20mins later in the day if you 

can around Sunset or after dark in Winter and we can really get the very best light out of the day and make you 
look your absolute best.





GROUP SHOTS

Often needlessly dreaded, group shots can be fun, creative and not take forever. 

We suggest working to what we affectionately call “The Devasted List”, as in who would 
you be completely devasted if you didn’t get a photo with. Usually, this is both sets of 

parents, siblings and Grandparents along with Bridesmaids, Ushers and The Best Man.

I f you keep it to this short list then there is no reason with a little help from your bridesmaids 
and ushers why these can’t be organised quickly and without too much fuss. This set list of 

groups usually takes 20-30mins depending on how cooporative everyone is. 

These are the simplest, least creative photos we take all day and its just rounding people up 
which is the hard part, and as we don’t know who all of your guests are this falls to your 

bridal party to organise. 

We’re not huge fans of the  “One Big Group Shot” of everyone and suggest leaving it out. 
It can take 20mins to coax everyone into position and then inevitably we wait whilst 

Uncle John runs back from the loo/car/bar etc. All for one photo where everyone looks super 
tiny and your cousin is doing that funny bunny ear thing behind your Aunties head. We’d much 

rather photograph you naturally and candidly having fun with your guests.





SPEECHES

An absolute photographic Gold Mine of laughter and emotions, we couldn’t love this part of the day any more.

I n our experience we’ve found that they work best when done after the Wedding Breakfast has been served. As 
nice an idea as it is to get them done and out of the way as everyone sits down it’s often been the chief culprit 

of overdone dinners as the Best Man soaks up centre stage and tells that very funny, and very long tale that the 
Groom wishes he wouldn’t. 

Given the choice we love to set up a few flash lights here and there to make the photos look their best and if 
speeches are after dinner then we can use the break to set things up perfectly.





WEATHER

Ahhhh the Great British Summer. You could set your watch by it right? Well probably not 
as it turns out. Sunshine in December, rain in August and everything in between. The 

British Weather is nothing if not unpredictable.

Fortunately, nothing stops us. Our only limits are whether or not you guys are comfortable 
to step on the odd wet patch of grass or get a little soggy to get that perfect shot.

We’ll never be dragging you outside in the pouring rain before your ceremony or deliberately 
encouraging you to dirty your dress or shoes. But we will always do everything we can 

to make sure you get the very best photos whatever the conditions. We’ve worked plenty in the 
rain, in the driving wind and even in the snow so there’s really nothing that we can’t cope with.

What can you do to prepare yourselves? Well as unglamourous as it sounds it’s an idea to 
have something warm to wrap around your shoulders and something dry to put your 

feet in stashed in the back of a friends car so that if you do decide that you want to brave the 
elements you’re as cosy as possible.





PRE WEDDING SHOOT

Every year we do lots of Pre Wedding Shoots either close to our home in the countryside in Kent, in the city 
or by the sea in amongst the sand dunes.

Almost every client of ours is a little nervous at the prospect of having their photo taken and a Pre Wedding 
Shoot is a brilliant way to get to know us and the way we work and also to get comfortable in front of the 

camera.

When Hannah and I are shooting portraits there is minimal posing and nothing cheesy or suepr staged. 
The photos are created purely by you guys relaxing and laughing and feeling at ease and that happens 

surprisngly quickly. We’ll help you into it with gentle word association games and other little prompts that are 
there to help take your mind off of the fact you’re being photographed.

Before you know it, you’re into it and the results are always so much better than you were expecting and it 
gives you confidence for your wedding day. Very rarely do we ever shoot people who have been photographed 

professionally before and everyone agrees that it was a lot easier and considerably more enjoyable than they were 
expecting.

I f you’ve already booked a session then great, we’ll be in touch soon to arrange a date and if you haven’t but 
would like to know more then just drop me an email.





BOTTOM LINE

Thanks so much for reading all of this. I really hope it’s been useful and gives you some 
ideas of how to shape your day. Wedding days are essentially as complicated as you make 

them, so keep things easy, give yourself lots of time in the day and just enjoy it.

This is going to be the one day in your life where you have pretty much everyone you care 
about in the same room and that’s an enormous thing. It’s hugely exciting for us and 

motivates us to photograph as many moments between you, your friends and family as we 
possibly can so that they live on as a visual record of this time in your life for decades to come.

Don’t be afraid to do things your way. Venues and dare i say it family members will say “but 
you have to do it like that, its a wedding!” in well meaning tones but it’s your day. Nothing 

is set in stone, have things the way you want and be confident in your decisions.

Things will go awry, but they’ll never go wrong. Minor details might not be perfect but 
these things don’t need to be either. All that needs to happen for your day to be perfect is 

that you get to stand in front of your family and friends and declare your love for one another 
and make sincere, long lasting promises. If the canapes aren’t quite right or the Best Mans 

waitcoat is too tight, it’ll all still be fine.

We can’t wait for your day. We’re so excited. It may feel like a long time away but if you 
need us we’re here for you always so just reach out.  Michael & Hannah Xx



SUPPLIERS WE LOVE

VIDEOGRAPHERS

WWW.THEWEDDINGFILMMAKERS.CO.UK 

WWW.CLARKANDPALMERFILMS.COM 

WWW.TEARDROPFILMS.CO.UK 

WWW.F OSTERFILMING.COM

A good videographer can create something unique and timeless that compliments what we 
do brilliantly. A bad one can be a very intrusive pain in the backsde. The people below 

are videographers who we have worked with, love as people and adore the films that they make.

EVERYONE ELSE

WWW.BOUNCEBANDINTERNATIONAL.COM 

WWW.CADANDTHEDANDY.CO.UK 

WWW.HOMEGURROWN.CO.UK 

WWW.FLORISTINTHEF OREST.CO.UK

Good suppliers can make a great wedding. We only ever recommend people that we know, 
have worked with and genuinely love. You’re in safe hands with everyone below.



www.jacksonandcophotography.com


